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Daniel 8 Overview

As shown here:

1. The Daniel "King North" and "King Fierce" are identical to the later Revelation 17:8 "8th King" World Government convergence of all global power into its final fully globalized form of the future. (Rev16:13-16)

2. As the "King South" worldwide national-system powers lose all national sovereignty into the "King North" globalist-system world government of the coming Daniel 11:42-43 precursor of total world "King South" national-system debt default and bankruptcy, the whole sovereign prophecy parallels also converge into the same globalist-system "King North" world government Christ triggering final required completion.

3. As the national-system powers lose all "power and authority" in the sovereign transference into the globalist-system world government of the coming Revelation 17:12-13 completion of total loss of world national sovereignty, the whole sovereign prophecy parallels also converge into the same globalist-system world government Christ triggering final required completion.

4. Daniel 8:23-25's King Fierce is parallel as the development to Daniel 8:25 "King Fierce" World Government synonymous with the "8th King" and "King North" prophecy meaning of final globalized rival world sovereignty.


A. Christ's "second coming" is two-phased with the "salvation parousia" "coming with the clouds" first mission, to precede his full global "great power and glory" "without hand" conquest as the last Kingdom mission phase as Revelation 17 and Daniel 8:25 merges into Revelation 14. (Rev19:19-21; Rev11:15)

B. Christ arrives and co-completes his Messianic Kingdom (Rev7:1-8; Rev14:1) into the rival world government global-completion period in the future. (Ps110:2)

C. That Christ arrival is in the Revelation 14 parallel events of Revelation 17:12 (Ps110:2) and Daniel 8:25, as the Christ "salvation parousia" is all open for salvation for ANYONE agreeing with the Christ Kingdom counter-peace terms of Revelation 14:6-7, available worldwide for the entire Daniel 12:11's 1290 days final period.

(Revelation 14:6-8) And I saw another angel flying in midheaven, and he had everlasting good news to declare as glad tidings to those who dwell on the earth, and to every nation and tribe and tongue and people, 7 saying in a loud voice: "Fear God and give him glory, because the hour of the judgment by him has arrived, and so worship the One who made the heaven and the earth and sea and fountains of waters." 8 And another, a second angel, followed, saying: "She has fallen! Babylon the Great has fallen, she who made all the nations drink of the wine of the anger of her fornication!"

(Rev14:15-17; Rev11:11-13; Rev16:17-20)

1. The Christ arrival is into the Revelation 7:1 "four winds" which is also the period of the Daniel 8:25 final world government "bring many to ruin" destructive objectives. (Dan8:25; Rev13:15-18; Matt24:21-22)

2. That Christ arrival period is into the final great tribulation phase (Matt24:21-22), which defines the world government "one hour" rule of Revelation 17:12 parallel Daniel 8:25.

3. Thus, Christ arrives into the final Daniel 12:11 1290 days period which defines the Matthew 24:21-22 prophecy "those days" which are to be "cut short", after Christ secures all savable humans first for that whole 1290 days open salvation period of Revelation 14:1-16.

4. That Christ Kingdom "Prince of Peace" (Isa9:6), world peace offer completes the "great crowd" of savable humans marked for deathless transference (Rev14:6-7), into the protection of the Kingdom of Christ.

A. Eventually in the 1290 days the "great crowd" are former and newly "earthly-anointed" human beings for that final meaning set for the human immortality potential of Revelation 22:14 after Christ's one thousand year rule completes.

5. Christ arrival is in the Revelation 14:1 Messianic Kingdom completion for the open salvation peace covenant offer of Revelation 14:6-7 which must span the entire 1290 days Daniel 12:11 period as the Christ "coming with the clouds" "salvation parousia" of Matthew 24:29-31's Christ second coming first priority principles.

When that Christ Kingdom salvation mission completes, then "King Fierce" World Government will be "broken without hand" by Christ.
of princes he will stand up (in completed world government; Dan12:11), but it will be without hand that he will be broken. (Rev19:19-21)

Thus, "King Fierce" manifests as world government in the future, while Christ "arrives" in "parousia" in the God required future world government completion global convergent parallels of all prophecy as:

1. The whole Daniel 4 global "tree" prophecy to be "chopped down" by Christ in that final rejected manmade world government rulership;
2. The whole Daniel 2 "immense image" prophecy which is the whole completed world government of the future;
3. The whole Daniel 7:23-26 "fourth beast" prophecy as the whole completed world government of the future;
4. The whole Daniel 8:25 "King Fierce" prophecy which is the entire completed world government of the future;
5. The whole Daniel 11:45 to Daniel 12:11 "King North" prophecy which is the whole completed world government of the future;
6. The whole Ezekiel 38-39 Gog of Magog prophecy which also equates to finally completed "8th King" World Government of the future;
7. The whole Revelation 13 national-wildbeast to Revelation 17 "8th King" globalist-system "Scarlet Wildbeast" which is also the whole completed world government of the future;

Daniel 8's "King Fierce" and Modern Apostasy Context

- Daniel 8 is the first of three "King" pinnacle sovereign symbolic entities. (Dan11; Rev17) All three "kings" picture final globalization-complete world government in the future;
- Future World government is what is depicted in all of these "King" globalism-system based world government symbols in Daniel 8 "King Fierce", Daniel 11 "King North" and Revelation 17 "8th King";
- Daniel 8 tracks Anglo-American guided world government development from its earlier "small horn" "getting very much greater" Anglo-system guidance from its Grecian-to-Roman related prophetic-to-historic origination in Daniel 8:8-10.
- Daniel 8:20-22 benchmarks Medo-Persia and Greece by name making the Roman era connection certain, allowing Anglo era "small horn" meaning to be applied as fully extendable to modern Anglo-American globalism system development towards world government;
- Daniel 8 is the first prophecy to co-develop the prophetic apostasy details of Daniel 8:11-14 as today's Jehovah's witnesses with the modern advancement of these globalist-system "world government in-progress" details. Terminal apostate Jehovah's witnesses now conceal all these Daniel 8 and 11 prophecies as known UN NGO partnered allies (Matt24:15), as actual major "transgression causing desolation" evidence (Dan8:13; Matt24:15), of this modern fulfilling prophetic apostasy. This period parallels Daniel 11:30b-32;
- Daniel 8:13-14 is the most detailed and future timed temple judgment prophecy to now come upon apostate Jehovah's witnesses ministry in the future as parallel with 1 Peter 4:17, Revelation 8, Zechariah 3, Malachi 3:1-5, 2 Thessalonians 2:1-12;
- Daniel 8:23-25 is parallel "King" symbolized global-sovereign world-government-in-progress to completion prophecy, its national history and its future development unto complete "8th King" World Government parallel with Daniel 11:31-45 "King North" progress to the same future;
- Daniel 8:11-14 is parallel Jehovah's witnesses apostasy and "stumbling" prophecy and history of Daniel 11:30b-35;

Daniel 8 Former Interpretations and a Brief Overview of the Apostasy of Jehovah's witnesses

The Jehovah's witnesses original interpretation of Daniel 8:7-10 and Daniel 8:20-22 is accurate in its nation-state application. A final World Government application can also be made in the future for Daniel 8:23-25, but we cannot expect Jehovah's witnesses to make this announcement clarification until after the timed temple judgment of Daniel 8:13-14 completes in the future, from the context of their current apostate condition (Dan8:11-14; Zech3:1-3; Dan11:30-32), and cover-up aided by retained outdated errors in application (Dan8:14>Dan12:7>Dan12:11.Dan12:12)

We also know the Anglo-system "small horn" which now guides the Anglo-American globalist world government development, as actively resisting the prophecy publication since 1918 as in Daniel 8:10, is now active [inside] of Jehovah's witnesses as the apostasy lead. (Dan8:12; Dan11:32a),

But that globalist-system guidance is based on anointed Christian defection among Jehovah's witnesses leading to the 1976 "Governing Body" fraud authority and their 1991-1992 UN NGO, as foretold in Daniel 11:30b as it first developed from 1944 forward.

Thus, the Daniel 8:11-12 subversion of modern Jehovah's witnesses for the goal of profaning and canceling their "constant feature" and "throwing down the established place" in the attempted destruction of their organization in the future is concealed by the Governing Body with the errored interpretations to follow after Daniel 8:10.
This will result in the epic judgment downfall desolation of the apostate Jehovah’s witnesses ministry and organization in the future as the final temple judgment cycle of Daniel 8:13-14 which has not fulfilled and will mark the start of the "time of the end of the "last days".

It will initiate the Revelation 8 temple judgment parallel which begins Revelation 8-11 to unfold through the global crisis all the way to world government (Rev11:7) and the Christ arrival it triggers.

Therefore, you can affirm in the future in this fraud pre-setup, as Jehovah’s witnesses claim that global-crisis "sword stroke" is "the end of the world" that claim will fail (2Thess2:1-2) and their apostate ministry is all that "will end". Instead, the timing and events of the temple judgment of Daniel 8:13-14 is what will manifest on this apostasy in Jehovah’s witnesses. It is the "temple cleansing" which will eventually manifest the Daniel 8:14 "right condition" as the purified "temple" spiritual context.

That temple recovery will develop into the final Revelation 11:3 (Dan12:7; Dan7:25) 1260 days Kingdom proclamation which is later to be ceased by ascendant world government in ascension (Rev11:7), or in completion, to be determinable at that time. That phase results in world government completing to trigger the Christ arrival.

That takes several more years, the "final witnessing" (Rev11:1-7; Rev10:5-11) must fully warn of and describe the final prophecy forecast. (Rev1:1)

Sovereign Prophecy "gentile" world power historic benchmark.

Along with the whole book of Daniel in the Babylonian exile context of Israel, Daniel 2 benchmarked Babylon in the "head of gold" "immense image" entity, whose root national-system development goes back to Genesis 11 and Babel.

From that Babylonian historic benchmark and period basis Daniel 8:20-22 historically benchmarks Medo-Persia and Greece by name as historic nodes of this prophecy extendable from Babylon as the next prophetic world powers of this prophecy proceed to where it was leading to in Roman world power and onto Anglo-American eventual world power national-based developments.

This establishes Daniel 8's prophecy in the flow of world history to follow.

That prophetic continuum has allowed the Roman to Anglo based world national power development to be traced to the Anglo-American nationalism-based world power system development evolving unto its modern day globalism-basis development of world government.

(Revelation 17:3) ...scarlet-colored wild beast that was full of blasphemous names and that had seven heads and ten horns.

Now the Daniel prophetic-to-historic continuum can be registered into Revelation 17:3,8-11 parallel registry of these same world powers in the Revelation parallel prophetic of the "seven headed wildbeast" and "scarlet wildbeast".

Revelation 17:10-11's "there are seven kings: five have fallen ((Head 1) Egypt, (Head 2) Assyria, (Head 3) Babylon, (Head 4) Medo-Persia and (Head 5) Greece), one is ((Head 6) Rome, in the apostle John's time), the other has not yet arrived ((Head 7) Anglo-American national power), but when he does arrive he must remain a short while” (not destroyed, but “falls” into the "rise" of the 8th King world government in the future, Dan11:42-43) is the historic prophecy-to-history cross reference registry into Revelation's finale prophecy.

Then we can extend Revelation 17:11’s "and the scarlet wild beast that was but is not (Rev13:3 future), it is also itself an eighth [king] (world government when in final form as the [whole] scarlet wildbeast entity as the "8th King"), but springs from the seven, and it goes off into destruction." (this is the globalized "8th King" last sovereign entity which Christ conquers "without hand"), after it matures into complete world government in the future.

Now the "8th King" is the entire "Scarlet Wildbeast" full-bodied entity as World Government in the future finality.

Now we can see how like Daniel 2's "immense image" and Daniel 7's "Fourth Beast", Daniel 8 makes this "King Fierce" world government connection certain by tracking its ancient prophecy forward in national world history to the Anglo root "small horn" entity.

Identifying the modern Anglo to Anglo-American national-system to globalist-system developments to its connection to "King Fierce" as Daniel 8's version of that same "8th King" World Government entity of the future, then becomes obvious in history and into the future world government developing cycle. (Rev13:3; Rev17:8-12)

(Daniel 8:20-22) "The ram that you saw possessing the two horns [stands for] the kings of Media and Persia. 21 And the hairy he-goat [stands for] the king of Greece; and as for the great horn that was between its eyes, it [stands for] the first king. 22 And that one having been broken, so that there were four that finally stood up instead of it, there are four kingdoms from [his] nation that will stand up, but not with his power.

We also know in Daniel 10:12-21 that these (demon) "prince of Persia", (demon) "prince of Greece" and the (archangelic) "prince of Israel" show that angels are involved with world powers as the Medo-Persian and Grecian benchmarks are established further in that detail here.

(Daniel 10:20-21) “Do you really know why I have come to you? And now I shall go back to fight with the prince of Persia. When I am going forth, look! also the prince of Greece is coming. 21 However, I shall tell you the things noted down in the writing of truth, and there is no one holding strongly with me in these [things] but Michael, the prince of you people.

That named national history development from Medo-Persia to Greece, then extended the world power progression to its identified national-based reference into Daniel 11, to be examined later.

(Daniel 11:2) “Look! There will yet be three kings standing up for Persia, and the fourth one will amass greater riches than
For historic reference in this prophecy, the Jehovah's witnesses Daniel 8:1-10, 8:20-22 and Daniel 11:1-26 is valid in explanation. The areas the modern apostates diverge by retained in error, is by earlier premature applications of Fred Franz. Those well-meaning mistakes where then capitalized on by the post-1975 apostate WTBTTS Governing Body misguidance (2Thess2:3-4), in Daniel 8:11-14, and Daniel 8:23-25,26, and Daniel 11:27-45 into now known outdated national-system applications which created today's diversionary errors Jehovah's witnesses still teach as "truth", which will be covered as we proceed.

That apostate co-development has to be reviewed with this King Fierce development, because its 1990 third United Nations "stand" of Daniel 8:23 is connected to the Daniel 11:31b "place the disgusting thing" parallel prophecy. That must be proven to also see this is when the rogue Governing Body covered all this then manifesting detail of fulfillment up in the globalist-system meaning of "King Fierce" and "King North".

As further proof, that is also in the 1990 period after the Cold WW3 cycle (Dan11:29 unique cycle), which resulted in that 1990 third United Nations global-presentation when these apostate and impostor rogues also "worshipped the wildbeast" as "in secret" to eventually globally known UN NGO "non-governmental" partners also renouncing their "God's Government" affiliations as then defunct "ambassadors of God's Kingdom". (Matt24:15 in connection with "Daniel the prophet" and Daniel 8:12-13,26 and Daniel 11:30-31.)

### 1990: Prophecy's First Jehovah's witnesses Apostasy Context—Historic and Evidentiary UN NGO Co-Development

This is the first prophecy to fully identify the last signal apostasy now rampant in Jehovah's witnesses in Daniel 8:11-12 and the temple judgment it will lead to in the future as Daniel 8:13-14.

(Daniel 8:23) "And in the final part of their kingdom (national zenith complete to Daniel 11:42-43 sovereign fall of the future), as the (temple; Dan8:11-14) transgressors act to a completion (temple apostates; Dan8:11-14; Dan11:30-35), there will stand up (globalist-system, 1990 3rd UN presentation; Dan11:31b) king fierce in countenance (world government "8th King, "King North") and understanding ambiguous sayings."

Because this apostasy became increasingly recognizable with the 1990 "stand" of globalist-system King Fierce in Daniel 8:23, on the bankrupted and failed face of the defunct USSR, the apostate development guiding Jehovah's witnesses is fully discernible by their UN NGO and subsequent globalist-system cover up associated with those 1990 era events.

Thus, Jehovah's witnesses have been subverted to also obscure and misdirect the final Daniel 8:24-25 prophecy development now maturing to full blown "8th King" World Government completion parallel in the future.

(Daniel 8:24-25) And [King Fierce Globalist-System] power must become mighty, but not by his own power. (by capture of national sovereignty worldwide; Dan11:42-43; Rev17:11-13) And in a wonderful way he will cause ruin, and he will certainly prove successful and do effectively. And he will actually bring mighty ones to ruin, also the people made up of [the] holy. (Rev11:7; Rev13:5-7; Dan12:7) 25 And according to his insight he will also certainly cause deception to succeed in his hand. And in his heart he will put on great airs, and during a world government announced world peace) freedom from care (post-sword-stroke "healing" into1Thess5:1-3 "world peace"; Isa41:1) he will bring many to ruin (Dan11:44; Rev13:15-18). Against and the Prince of princes he will stand up (in completed world government; Dan12:11), but it will be without hand that he will be broken. (Rev19:19-21)

Thus, the Daniel 8:11-14 modern now terminal apostasy prophecy (in Jehovah's witnesses), and its world-government-in-progress development since 1990 parallels the Daniel 11:30-35 third United Nations "place the disgusting thing" world presentation after the Cold War. That was when Daniel 11:31b developed along with the historic Daniel 8:23 parallels of that third United Nations globalist-system presentation events. (Dan11:31b)

(Daniel 11:31) And they (all) will certainly put in place the disgusting thing that is causing desolation. (King North globalist 1990 3rd UN placement, JW UN NGO, 1991)

Like in Daniel 8:11-13, Daniel 11:30-35 also describes the details of the apostasy in Jehovah's witnesses ministerial leadership (Dan11:30b), and their ministerial profanations to result (Dan11:31a), resulting in their UN NGO co-placement parallel of Daniel 11:31b (Matt24:15), resulting in the full blown "King North" globalist ministerial takeover of Daniel 11:32a and its "lead into apostasy" result.

(Daniel 11:29-30b,31) At the time appointed he will go back, and (globalist-system) [King North] will actually come against the south ("King South" national-systems); but it will not prove to be at the last (Cold War cycle to 1990) the same as at the first (WW1, WW2, hot war cycles 1914-1945). 30b And [King North] (Globalist-System) will actually go back and hurr denunciations against the holy covenant and act effectively; and [King North] (Globalist-System) will have to go back and will give consideration to those leaving the holy covenant (among JWs). 31 And there will be arms that will stand up, proceeding from [King North] (Globalist-System); and they (apostate JWs) will actually profane the sanctuary, the fortress, and remove the constant [feature].

Parallel

(Daniel 8:12) And an (JW worldwide) army itself was gradually given over (to "small horn getting greater" 8th King/King North infiltrative control), together with the constant [feature] (faced with profanations), because of transgression; (UN NGO and other sins); and it kept throwing truth to the earth (cover up, WT JW misinformation), and it acted and had success.
Which modern now terminal apostasy and cover-up of world government now "in progress" results in the epic temple judgment downfall of Jehovah's witnesses next, as connected to this same apostate cover up and malefiance.

(Daniel 8: 13) And I got to hear a certain holy one speaking, and another holy one proceeded to say to the particular one who was speaking: "How long will the vision be of the [profaned and subverted] constant [feature] (of JW ministerial offerings) and of the transgression causing desolation (UN NGO alliance and co-promotions fulfilling Daniel 11:31b), to make both [the] holy place (temple "established place"; Dan8:11, "fortress" Daniel 11:31a) and [the] (JW worldwide) army things to trample on?" (in a first 8th King "trampling" "attack" aided temple desolation "fire" of Zechariah 3:2 and Revelation 8:3-5 starting the final prophectic cycle in a global tribulation forming);

Timed Temple Judgment Period and Purification Purpose

(Daniel 8: 14) So he said to me: “Until two thousand three hundred evenings [and] mornings; and [the] holy place will certainly be brought into its right condition.” (Temple purification completed in this time period parallel Zechariah 3:4-5, Revelation 8:1-5; 1150 days minimum or 2300 days probable);

This is important because:

1. We can safely identify the Jehovah's witnesses apostasy and its prophecy concealing purpose regarding "King Fierce" final world government meaning, along with all its prophetic final world government parallels in prophecy also subverted by Jehovah's witnesses, until their apostasy is deposed shortly;

2. We can identify the 1944-1990-to-modern Jehovah's witnesses apostasy development and its historic context as it co-develops with the third United Nations step to world government in 1990 in hugely UN NGO discernible severity.

3. We can understand the Jehovah's witnesses apostasy must be allied with the "disgusting thing" (Matt24:15), while it diverts attention away from its meaning (Dan8:13), and that the Jehovah's witnesses UN NGO is that covenant agreement for co-publicity services employing Jehovah's witnesses then unknowingly to engage in this now well known signal "worship of the wildbeast".

4. We can identify the illegal and rogue-apostate Governing Body as the main subversion and cover-up entity of Daniel 8:12 parallel Daniel 11:32a as related to their apostasy surfacing in the 1970s (Dan11:30b), and the eventual globalist-intel use of that apostasy to later guide it in Daniel 11:32a by means of that Governing Body illegal coup and "committee guidance" entity.

(Daniel 11:32) And those (Jehovah's witnesses) who are acting wickedly against [the] covenant, [King North] (Globalist-System) will lead into apostasy by means of smooth words. (from the Governing Body "King North" placed apostasy leadership of the WTBS)

The assured desolation to come for apostasy, is why the WTBS and Governing Body have now developed a smoke-screening false-prophecy as if "the end of the world" as their exit strategy aiding false "expectation". (2Thess2:1-2)

5. We can know the explicit Daniel 8:13 UN NGO "transgression causing desolation" and this terminal apostasy is why Daniel 8:13-14 "temple judgment" comes on Jehovah's witnesses next (Dan1:41), in an epic judgment downfall as the world's national-systems spirals into its final global-crisis which must resolve peacefully into world government, in the future; (Rev13:3; Rev11:7; Rev17:8-12)

6. The knowledge of this fact in prophecy is why the JW apostasy has developed in order to conceal it and discredit the whole prophecy, by known error and mass lawless reproach due to JW criminal activity "in the temple" and against secular laws. (1Pet4:14-17)

The "Small Horn" Globalist Subvert Jehovah's Witnesses

We will study this prophecy-to-historic context and co-developing world power and apostasy evidence first because it is an important prelude to the Daniel 8:23 "King of Fierce Countenance" prophecy which is a parallel "stand" with the 1990 third United Nations "place the disgusting thing" event of Daniel 11:31 and "King North" Globalist System. (Matt24:15)

This is because the Jehovah's witnesses apostasy is connected to that Globalist System "King Fierce" standing as the defined "fierce" "cold conqueror" of the USSR in the Cold WW3 cycle (1945-1990) as an identical "King North" Globalist System parallel manifestation. (Dan11:31b)

Thus, the USSR=King North current JW fiction aids this cover up and is another use of erred prophecy to conceal real prophecy in fulfillment as marked by globalism progress to world government of the future.

In addition, both of those prophecies in Daniel 8:11-14 and Daniel 11:30b-32 describe the modern Jehovah's witnesses apostate role in covering this prophecy up (Dan8:12b) and partnering as UN NGO (Dan8:13) for that third United Nations presentation which concluded that Cold War period drama.

The "King Fierce" "King North" identical meaning and identical apostasy co-developments of world government in progress is what makes that "King Fierce" entity uniquely identifiable in this prophecy as identical to the "King North" prophecy-symbol of world government in-progress.

Thus, the Jehovah's witnesses official allied endorsement of this "King Fierce" system as UN NGO in the 1990s is the conclusive first globally seen evidence of the Jehovah's witnesses apostasy which will be examined as Daniel 8:8-10 leads to Daniel 8:13's description of the UN NGO "transgression causing desolation" in explicit terms in the 1990 context of this prophecy of the world government progress of that time. And from these co-developments the co-developments in Daniel 11:30-32 can be explained as
parallel when we examine Daniel 11 fully later.

Even if Jehovah's witnesses think "this is crazy", the prophecy of God is what identifies "small horn" and "King North" synonymous globalist-intel infiltration in Jehovah's witnesses ministry leading it into the Daniel 11:32a purposefully guided apostasy as well as the "throw truth to the earth" modern active cover up of the completed world government requirement in the future.

Daniel 11:30 King James Bible

For the ships of Chittim shall come against him: therefore he shall be grieved, and return, and have indignation against the holy covenant: so shall he do; [King North globalist-system] shall even return, and have intelligence with them that forsake the holy covenant.

Since after 1919, That "give consideration to those [actively] leaving the holy covenant" can only be taking place in the Jehovah's witnesses leadership in its defector anointed of the past. From that time of 1944-1976 it has now developed into the full-blown covert Masonic connected "Governing Body" of complete globalist-religious frauds in this Daniel 11:32a matured "infiltration" modern period.

The "Small Horn" Anglo Globalists

Now let's examine the "small horn" Anglo-system root which "keeps getting greater", Daniel 7:20 parallel "small horn bigger than that of its fellows", from its ancient prophecy-to-history context prior to the prophecy arrival to globalist-system developed "King Fierce" world government progress in Daniel 8:23-25:

(Daniel 8:8) And the male of the goats, for its part, put on great airs to an extreme; but as soon as it became mighty, the great (Grecian Alexander) horn was broken, and there proceeded to come up conspicuously four instead of it, toward the four winds of the heavens. (provides Grecian disintegration for Roman ascension unto Anglo emergence later)

(Daniel 8:9-10) And out of one of them there came forth [a small horn] and [small horn] kept getting very much greater toward the south and toward the surprising and toward the Decoration. 10 And [small horn] kept getting greater all the way to the army of the heavens, so that [small horn] caused some of the army and some of the stars to fall to the earth, and [small horn] went trampling them down.

Thus, the defiant Anglo globalist system "small horn" gets "greater and bigger" as the Anglo-American national and globalist systems become part of that final doomed Daniel 8:23-25 world government development.

(Daniel 8:9-10) And out of one of them there came forth [a small horn] (Anglo root system for future Anglo-American development national and globalist), and [small horn] kept getting very much greater toward the south and toward the surprising and toward the Decoration. (in time becomes "greater" as we can extend this to the modern Anglo-American globalist engineering system of world government in-progress) 10 And [small horn] kept getting greater all the way to the army of the heavens, so that [small horn] caused some of the army and some of the stars to fall to the earth, and [small horn] went trampling them down. (This has occurred since the resistance in the 1918 era marked prophecy of the first 1260 days, which repeats 1260 days in the future for a total 2520 days as "seven times")

This Anglo-root [small horn] is important to see as the backing world power element of the modern apostasy of Jehovah's witnesses originating with the historic Anglo root system "small horn" progress with now modern day globalist-system interests.

This is because the Anglo-American based globalists are also developing world government and want its knowledge in the prophecy describing it in detail, to remain unknown and suppressed by purposeful "masterful deceptions". (Dan8:25a)

(Daniel 8:25a) And according to his insight he will also certainly cause deception to succeed in his hand.

The "Small Horn" Rooted Anglo-American Globalists

(Revelation 13:11-15) And I saw another (Anglo-American based globalist-system) wild beast ascending out of the earth, and it had two horns like a lamb, but it began speaking as a dragon. 12 And it exercises all the authority of the first wild beast in its sight. And it makes the earth and those who dwell in it worship the first wild beast, whose death-stroke got healed. 13 And it performs great signs, so that it should even make fire come down out of heaven to the earth in the sight of mankind. 14 And it misleads those who dwell on the earth, because of the signs that were granted it to perform in the sight of the wild beast, while it tells those who dwell on the earth to make an (League of Nations; 1919 to United Nations; 1945; United Nations; 1990) image to the wild beast that had the sword-stroke and yet revived. 15 And there was granted it to give breath to the image of the wild beast, so that the image of the wild beast should both speak and cause to be killed all those who would not in any way worship the image of the wild beast.

This is why Daniel 11:32a also describes globalist [King North] as "leading into apostasy those acting wickedly against the holy covenant" among "UN NGO" temple "transgressor" Jehovah's witnesses today as led by the [globalist-backed] Governing Body Cell of Apostate Guidance since 1976.

This is why Jehovah's witnesses have never progressed to identify the Anglo-American based globalist-system meaning in that "two horned wildbeast", or its "King North", "King Fierce" World Government and ultimate four United Nations "image" developments as prophecy as connected to GLOBALIST-SYSTEM GUIDANCE.

The Daniel 11 "King North" is the globalist-system progress to world government as it will now (and later in its own section) be fully connected to the Jehovah's witnesses apostasy historic co-development.

Making this apostasy-connection glaringly obvious, the Jehovah's witnesses UN NGO temple "transgression" is in the same time of
history, and related to, the 1990 emergence of "King Fierce" as identical to the Daniel 11:27+ "King North" globalism-system modern advancement, as seen in its 1990 third United Nations presentation. (Dan11:31b; Dan8:23)

That actual Anglo-American globalist-system is from this same older Anglo root "small horn" national and original globalist world power development, via its later maturing Anglo+American globalist-system "two-horned wildbeast" (Rev13:11-15).

The Anglo-American globalist-system is the modern globalist driving core world power behind this modern world government completion drive.

(Daniel 8:11-12) And all the way to the Prince of the army [small horn] put on great airs, and from [God] the constant [feature] was taken away, and the established place of [God's] sanctuary was thrown down. 12 And an army itself was gradually given over, together with the constant [feature], because of transgression; and [small horn] kept throwing truth to the earth, and [small horn] acted and had success.

(Daniel 8:11) And all the way to the Prince of the army [small horn] put on great airs, and from [God] the constant [feature] was taken away (modern JW profanation to ministerial cancellation and attempted permanent destruction in the future), and the established place (Dan11:31a "fortress" in now apostate-JW ministerial organization dissolution) of [God's] sanctuary was thrown down.

(Daniel 8:12) And an army (of JWs) itself was gradually given over (to "small horn" backed subversions into apostasy as in Daniel 11:32a; to global "trampling" ministerial invasion and cessation in Dan8:13 in Dan11:41 global-crisis context), together with the constant [feature] (profaned JW "good news" (Dan11:31a) to be cancelled from its own leadership in the future; permitted due to apostate profanations Dan11:31a), because of transgression (also "man of lawlessness" "governed" and criminal in record and nature among JWs); and [small horn] kept throwing truth to the earth (covers up modern globalism based world government designate in-progress development in prophecy), and [small horn] acted and had success. (as in Daniel 11:30b "acted effectively) is successful in its Governing Body managed apostate subversion and UN NGO main "transgression causing desolation" of Dan8:13)

Now as in the apostasy details of Daniel 11:30b "those leaving the holy covenant" and Daniel 11:32a "leads into apostasy" we know the "small horn" related globalist-sector is guiding the apostate subversion in Jehovah's witnesses today as now terminal apostasy. The globalist-religious frauds leading this is the WTBTS so-called "Governing Body".

This is foretold in this prophecy as this apostasy first proceeds from an "anointed Christian" defection as per Daniel 11:30b, which matures in Daniel 11:32a into the full-blown globalist-intel infiltration we now see "leading and teaching" apostasy to Jehovah's witnesses.

This is why "King North" "gave consideration to" and "had intelligence with" these Jehovah's witnesses-based temple "transgressor" defector-anointed apostates in Daniel 11:30b parallel with the temple-transgressor detail given in Daniel 8:23a.

(Daniel 8:23) “And in the final part of their (globalist-based) kingdom (Dan11:36c), as (on-going today) the transgressors (in the JW apostasy) act to a completion (Dan8:12-14), there will stand up a king fierce in countenance and understanding ambiguous sayings.

Thus, these real King North 8th King allied and parallel apostate-developments as connected to that third UN presentation and UN NGO of Daniel 11:31b, as because these subverters are experts at twisting the JW prophecy to meet their own objective of the JW ministerial and organizational destruction attempt. That designed-downfall (Zech11), is to develop with the global JW ministerial cancellation in a cover-up pretext with their fake "the end of the world" "self fulfilling prophecy" fraud context.

These are the anti-Christ "temple transgressors acting to a completion" in Daniel 8:23 along with that Jehovah's witnesses focused UN NGO and prophecy cover up development of 1990.

Since this is the first prophecy to fully identify the last signal prophetic apostasy, now rampant in Jehovah's witnesses, and the required and certain temple judgment it will lead to in the future as Daniel 8:13-14, we can examine the 1990 third United Nations presentation context which this prophecy and that in Daniel 11:30-32's parallel prophecy develop within as prophecy-turned-history parallels of great importance for the future.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cycle Details</th>
<th>Entity</th>
<th>Daniel</th>
<th>Revelation</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UN 1; 1919; WW1</td>
<td>League of Nations</td>
<td>Daniel 12:11 first fulfillment</td>
<td>Revelation 13:3-15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explained as prophecy; UN 2, 1945; WW2</td>
<td>United Nations</td>
<td>Revelation 17:8-11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jehovah's Witnesses Explained as prophecy; UN 3, 1990; Cold WW3</td>
<td>United Nations</td>
<td>Daniel 11:31b</td>
<td>Revelation 11:11-12</td>
<td>Zephaniah 3:8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silenced</td>
<td>Daniel 8:23</td>
<td>Revelation 16:17</td>
<td>Joel 39-17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JW Apostasy</td>
<td>Revelation 14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JW UN NGO [We are Here...]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN 4, Future;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silenced</td>
<td>World Government [and United Nations</td>
<td>Revelation 19:11-21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Daniel 2:44</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Daniel 8:25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Daniel 11:44-45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Daniel 12:11 last fulfillment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Jehovah’s witnesses UN NGO “transgression” marked apostasy develops in this same parallel prophecy world power progress context with a known (but JW concealed) Globalist World Government System “place the disgusting thing” 1990 third United Nations event of prophecy shown in the above table.

That third United Nations event is a prophecy fulfilment event now with the final allied apostate connection with that third United Nations presentation after the Cold WW3 cycle resolved in 1990 along with the JW WTBTS. UN NGO “transgression causing desolation” of Daniel 8:13 and the “catch sight of the disgusting thing” of Matthew 24:15.

(Matthew 24:15-16) Therefore, when you catch sight of the (JW UN NGO) disgusting thing that causes desolation, as spoken of through Daniel the prophet (Dan1:31b; Dan8:23; Dan8:12-13), standing in a holy place, (let the reader use discernment,) 16 then let those in Judea begin fleeing to the mountains.

Therefore, in far more clear and striking manner than the current Jehovah’s witnesses GB interpretive error maintained in this prophecy as a distortion, now this prophecy can be shown to parallel the historic timing and events of the 1990 third United Nations presentation (Dan1:31b; Dan8:23) and the subsequent JW UN NGO related apostasy “transgression” events of also Daniel 11:30-32 as parallel in development with this Daniel 8:11-14,23 globalist world power progress and JW apostasy prophecy. The Daniel 11 parallel connection details will be examined later in more detail.

That is how the Daniel 11:31b known “King North” third United Nations event from the globalist-system power, now being covered-up by Jehovah’s witnesses as “transgressor” UN NGO partners, is the same historic context and the same apostate development evidence to connect the Daniel 8:23 first “King of Fierce Countenance” first “stand” to that 1990 Daniel 11:31b “King North” “place the disgusting thing” event after the unique Cold War. (Dan11:29)

Now we can recognize that Globalist System “King Fierce” “standing” as the “cold conqueror” of the Soviet Union USSR by its global collapse to conclude the Cold WW3 cycle is the event which defines this Daniel 8:23 prophecy as the “King Fierce” meaning.

And that “King Fierce” event manifesting is then the Daniel 11:31 prophecy parallel as “King North” as identical.

And that manifested along with those prophecies’ parallel with the modern Jehovah’s witnesses apostasy and what their UN NGO-related global "transgression" is explicitly-connected with, in that 1990 third United Nations “place the disgusting thing” globalist-system event as in the Revelation 13:11-15 “image of the wildbeast” principle.

Both of these “Kings”, King Fierce and King North, are the identical prophecy-symbol of “8th King” World Government in-progress at that time to today. That connection has been made globally discernible in that 1990 third United Nations victory, peace, and “new world order” “disgusting thing” presentation then to be fully concealed by the Governing Body and Jehovah’s witnesses as the GB is the main globalist-backed internal apostate guidance “body” since 1976.

And that Jehovah’s witnesses ministerial temple ”transgression“ has dire ramifications of the future.

Now Daniel 8:13-14 is the future epic judgment temple desolation “due to [apostate] transgression” to come on the Jehovah's witnesses apostate ministry as the temple judgment.

The temple judgment of Daniel 8:13-14 will prove all this by its events, timing, and phasing, as Daniel 8:11-12 “due to transgression” leads to this judgment of God, and its ongoing “right condition” aftermath, as fully connected to the explicitly-identified UN NGO "transgression causing desolation" to Jehovah’s witnesses shortly:

(Daniel 8:13-14) And I got to hear a certain holy one speaking, and another holy one proceeded to say to the particular one who was speaking: “How long will the vision be of the constant [feature] and of the transgression causing desolation, to make both [the] holy place and [the] army things to trample on?” 14 So he said to me: “Until two thousand three hundred evenings [and] mornings; and [the] holy place will certainly be brought into its right condition.”

(Daniel 8:13) And I got to hear a certain holy one speaking, and another holy one proceeded to say to the particular one who was speaking: “How long will the vision be of the (JW profaned) constant [feature] and of the transgression causing desolation (UN NGO) alliance of Daniel 11:31b), to make both [the] holy place (temple “established place” context; Dan8:11; profaned “fortress” Dan1:31a; and [the] (JWs and ministry worldwide) army things to trample on?” (Daniel 11:41-43 global context final “sword stroke” cycle (Rev13:3) “trampling” “attack” defining the spiritual meaning of the “tribulation of those days” beginning with Rev8 and Rev16 first four trumpets and plagues);

Temple judgment future “evening” desolation to “morning” recovery phasing and timing:

(Daniel 8:14) So he said to me: "Until two thousand three hundred evenings [and] mornings; and [the] holy place will certainly be brought into its right condition." (Temple judgment purification completed in this timed period parallel Zechariah 3:4-5, Revelation 8:1-5);

(Daniel 8:26) And the thing seen concerning the evening (temple judgment desolation phase) and the morning (temple judgment recovery/cleansed phase), which has been said, it is true. And you, for your part, keep secret the vision, because it is yet for many days.

Thus, divine approved ministerial recovery "right condition" of spiritual "holy place" purity and truthfulness, however it may manifest among anointed Christians to others, is the divine purpose of this huge global temple judgment signal.

This prophecy unfolds in the future in the timed and phased epic judgment global-downfall of the Jehovah's witnesses apostate ministry as the "temple judgment".

Thus the coming Daniel 8:13-14 (Rev8; Zech3) JW temple judgment is connected to this Daniel 8:11-12 (Dan11:30-32), JW apostasy and "transgression" and its explicitly described JW "wildbeast riding” UN NGO covenant as the "transgression causing desolation" of Daniel 8:13.
That is a divine "desolation judgment" to come upon the apostate Jehovah's witnesses ministry in the future and not because it is the JW fake "end of the world" (2Thess2:1-2)—but due to major apostate transgressions now rampant in the Jehovah's witnesses ministry.

Now we have the "transgression causing desolation" in that Jehovah's witnesses GB/WTBTS UN NGO covenanted alliance with the United Nations System as connected with the 1991 UN NGO and the WTBTS Awake! 9/8/91 "place the disgusting thing" quoted statements.


A few days later, President George Bush of the United States addressed the UN General Assembly. The changes he saw inspired him to say: “Not since 1945 have we seen the real possibility of using the United Nations as it was designed—as a center for international collective security.” He said this because “the United Nations reacted with such historic unity and resolve” to the Persian Gulf crisis. “For the first time, the U.N. Security Council is beginning to work as it was designed to work.” He also said: “The United Nations can help bring about a new day” if its members leave terrible weapons behind.' By doing this, they can complete the “historic movement towards a new world order and a long era of peace.”

Now we know the "place the disgusting thing which causes desolation" of Daniel 11:31b by identical context is the UN NGO-related "transgression causing [future] desolation" connection to the temple "holy place" "transgressor" as the apostate JW ministry and corrupted organization as made certain and recognizable by that:

1. UN NGO partnership;
2. the ongoing prophecy cover-up;
3. and all the known WTBTS and JW global-lawlessness;

Now we can examine the Daniel 8:23 "King Fierce" world government in-progress to completion prophecy of Daniel 8:23-25 as the Daniel 11:30-45 "King North" parallel final world government on-going to future development for Daniel 8's prophecy!

**World Government in Daniel 8's "King Fierce"**

The Anglo-system original historic "root" of the development of eventual world government to its final global "stand" (Dan8:25), in the future in [completed] globalist-system world government, is in the Anglo "small horn" historic details from this prophecy as also co-related to Daniel 7's "small horn" "Fourth Beast" guidance prophecy.

(Daniel 7:23-24) "This is what he said, 'As for the fourth beast, there is a fourth kingdom that will come to be on the earth, that will be different from all the [other] kingdoms; and it will devour all the earth and will trample it down and crush it. 24 And as for the ten horns, out of that kingdom there are ten kings that will rise up (Rev17:12); and still another one will rise up after them, and he himself will be different from the first ones (globalist-system elites; Rev13:11-15 parallel two-horned wildbeast Anglo-American globalists), and three kings he will humiliate. (in the future total national system downfall, such as with also Russia, China, and the Middle East; Dan11:42-43; Rev17:12-17)"

That final world government "ascension" of Revelation 17:8-12, must highlight the "place the disgusting thing" of the future final Daniel 12:11 fulfillment.

(Daniel 12:11) And from the time that the constant [feature] has been removed (Rev11:7; Rev13:5-7, post 1260 days final ministry cancelled) and there has been a placing of the disgusting thing that is causing desolation (as world government with its final UN-related rendition "image"), there will be one thousand two hundred and ninety days.

That is the final future 1260 days completion and "last witnessing" ministerial cancellation by these same globalist-system world government powers, WITH the final United Nations related maturation and "image" "place the disgusting thing" finale of the future.

The United Nations "image" is central to world government's final presentation and international functions. World Government is also the same "King North" and the "8th King" in final meaning, as convergent and "ascendant" globally into final world government. (Rev13:3; Rev17:8-12; Rev11:7; Rev13:5-7)

The Daniel 8 Anglo-root "small horn" connection to "King Fierce" world government progress can then be thoroughly established by way of the Anglo system "root" history in both the nationalist and later globalist developments in prophecy and "gentile" world history.

Daniel 8 has a unique prophecy in that the "King Fierce" symbol is described in a manner not directly connected to and described in the preceding prophecy of Daniel 8:9-12 which has the Anglo-system "small horn" reference.

But by the Daniel 8 "small horn" and what it pictures, it can all be thoroughly connected to what the "King Fierce" symbolic entity will mean as now "world government in-progress" to eventual world government in completion in the future.

Thus, this is why "King Fierce" completion of the future triggers Christ in its last "stand" of Daniel 8:25 future world government event timing as the Daniel 11:44-45 future final parallel.

**Now the connection from the Anglo-system "small horn" to Anglo-American globalist-system "King Fierce" can be demonstrated**

1. Firstly, the Daniel 8 symbolic "small horn" description is identical with the meaning of the Daniel 7 "small horn" as Anglo initial nationalist and then advanced globalist development unto Anglo-American modern national-system and globalist-system reality of
today, as also related to the "two horned wildbeast" globalist-system meaning of Revelation 13:11-15.

A. That is why Daniel 7:20 describes the "small horn" as dynamic, its "appearance of which was bigger than that of its fellows". And in Daniel 8:10 "it kept getting greater", as the American system eventually joined the Anglo national-to-globalist system for today's Anglo-American "globalist elite" maturing globalist-system.

B. Today, this Anglo-American world government globalism-engineering system is the "Globalist-Elite" Anglo-American "two horned wildbeast" of Revelation 13:11-15 as its global dynamism will continue to advance even to "8th King" world government in the future.

C. The Daniel 7 "small horn" is the calculable Anglo-based 8th horn of the "Fourth Beast". (in that Dan7:8,20 ((10 horns-3 horns) + 1 small-horn = 8th horn) "horns" calculation)

That 8th "horn" is an interesting and logical connection to the root-horn of the modern Anglo-globalism system in the "8th King" world government eventually.

The Daniel 7 "Fourth Beast" is a symbolic entity depicting final world government synonymous in Bible prophecy with the "King Fierce", "King North" and "8th King" symbolic "King" entities.

D. By that, the first connection to "King Fierce" and its Anglo-American globalist-system guided globalism-based world government aiding globalization development (Rev16:13-16), can be established from the older Anglo national system history. That maturing growth of the "small horn" can then be extended to the modern Anglo-American Globalist Elite System (Rev13:11) and its "King North" and "8th King" identical world government depicting prophecy symbolic entities.

2. Secondly, going back to the national development in Grecian world power pictured in Daniel 8 first related to the Greece-based kingdom of General Cassander and its absorption by Greece-based General Lysimachus, the connection to Roman world power can be made in prophecy-to-history.

In the second century BCE, these western sectors of the Grecian world power development were conquered by Rome by the year 30 BCE. As Rome took over the world power of Greece, Rome became the sixth world power of Bible prophecy. Thus, connecting the "seventh world power" Anglo system emergence is historic:

A. From there the modern era Anglo system "small horn" of Daniel 7 and 8 is derivable to its modern Anglo-American globalism-engineering guidance of world-government-in-progress today.

3. Thirdly, now the final signal apostasy in the Jehovah's witnesses ministry forms concurrently with the same modern historic timeframe and prophecy with these "small horn"-backing-developments in prophecy since 1990.

A. Now this connection to modern Anglo-American globalist power from that older Anglo system from English initial expertise and guidance reference, is thoroughly connected to world government development in modern recognizable form as recently expressed in the 1990 third United Nations presentation after the Cold War as Daniel 11:31b and Daniel 8:23 parallel.

Jehovah's Witnesses Anglo-American Based Apostasy Co-Development

Now the Jehovah's witnesses signal apostasy development from this selfsame prophetic and historic context:

1. Is publicly and globally partnered with the globalist-system UN NGO as the Jehovah's witnesses "transgression causing desolation" of Daniel 8:13 in connection with this world power development period to now.


A. Fictional interpretations are now diverting Jehovah's witnesses with misleading and destructive modern and end objectives.

B. This is evidenced from the "Your Will be Done" Daniel prophecy commentary by Fred Franz of 1958 (a premature prophecy attempt), barely modified in 1989 for the now purposely erred "Pay Attention to Daniel's Prophecy" book now guided by the globalist-allied apostate Governing Body Infiltration Guidance "body". (Dan11:32a; Dan8:23 "transgressors")

3. Marks the final signal apostasy development (Dan11:32a; Dan8:12), as now terminally active in Jehovah's witnesses, fully recognizable from this exact historic period as an aiding official partnered "religious" alliance with the rival "disgusting thing" world government progression through its UN NGO.

4. Fully marks Matthew 24:15 in the apostate Jehovah's witnesses UN NGO allied ministry in the process as a "spoken through Daniel the prophet" marked temple "disgusting thing" "placement" (Dan11:31b) now in the Jehovah's witnesses profaned "holy place" as that WTBTS UN NGO "disgusting thing". 

King Fierce Two "Stands"

Now, when we examine Daniel 8:23-25, the stunning parallel details emerge fully.

There are [two] "stands" in Daniel 8:23-25 which "stands" denote a "kingly" ascension ascertainable in history to mark the prophecy meaning.

1. The 1990 Daniel 8:23 first "stand" of "King Fierce" is the first notable event;

A. Thus the Anglo-American Globalist System as the 1990 Cold WW3 "cold victor" hugely defines "King Fierce" by standing atop the face of the crashed and defunct USSR national bloc "fallen king" system.

B. That is about as "fierce" as a "king" could become at that time.
C. But when Russia is also stood on with the rest of the national governments of Earth (Dan11:42-43; Rev17:12-18) in the future, that "King Fierce" will be indisputable for it will be world government.

2. The second "stand" of "King Fierce" is in Daniel 8:25, and that "stand" has to be in the future as also notable, for it will be world government.

King North's Two "Stand" Parallels of "King Fierce"

1. Thus, the Daniel 8:23 first "stand" of "King Fierce" is the parallel of the first "King North" "stand" as the 1990 United Nations "place the disgusting thing" of Daniel 11:31b, after the Cold War;

2. The final "stand" parallel of "King Fierce" at Daniel 8:25 is the final "stand" of "King North" at Daniel 11:44-45 as world government.

A. Thus, "King North" "King Fierce" of Daniel 11:45 is also to be the final "place the disgusting thing" of Daniel 12:11 as "8th King" World Government along with its United Nations related "image" as the central visible entity no matter what they may rename the United Nations as.

Daniel 11:41-45 merges into Daniel 12 in the following parallels.

1. Daniel 11:41 is the context of the Daniel 8:14 future temple judgment timing;
3. Daniel 11:45 is in the Daniel 12:11 1290 days timed period of also Daniel 8:25.

Marking Daniel 12:11's 1290 Days Starting Point in Time and Events

1. As further proof some years from now (2019-2020) the final clarified ministry to emerge (Rev11:3) from the Jehovah's witnesses downfall of Daniel 8:13-14 (and its expired temple judgment timing by running the full Daniel 8:13 timed course of events for 1150 days or 2300 days) will be ceased.

The "sword stroke" based global-crisis period will have peacefully resolved into world government "ascension" with that Revelation 13:3 "global healing" process.

In the future, the truthful and accurate (Rev1:1) "final witnessing" 1260 days is to be ceased by world government completed or in ascension to completion as Revelation 11:7-10. (Rev13:5-7; Rev12:14; Dan12:11)

A. That future "remove the constant feature" event is half of the criteria necessary to activate that final Daniel 12:11 1290 days Christ arrival period.

2. The other half of the criteria is the "place the disgusting thing" of world government with its UN-related "image" in the future.

(Daniel 12:11) "And from the time that the constant [feature] has been removed (Rev11:7-10) and there has been a placing of the disgusting thing that is causing desolation (Dan8:25; Dan11:45; Rev17:8-12), there will be one thousand two hundred and ninety days.

3. That is the 1290 days period activated when BOTH of those criteria fulfill [present at the same time] on the world scene, several years from now.

Christ Open Salvation in the Daniel 12:11 1290 Days

1. It is a briefly extended period of prophecy marked 1290 days, because the Christ arrival first priority prior to global conquest of world government (Rev19:11-21) is the global sheep gathering. (Mat24:31)

A. The global sheep gathering is aided by the angelically-deployed Revelation 14:6-8 guaranteed global open salvation offer of Christ's own ministerial completion.

B. It has to be being made known (Rev14:6-7), even as global religion is also being deposed (Rev14:8), under world government at that time. (Rev17:12-18; Rev14:8; Rev18:8)

2. Thus, world government in complete global-sovereign rival defiance to Christ, triggers the Christ arrival for the global "sheep sweep" which will take advantage of the world government destruction of global-religion (Babylon the Great) to free up and save some people at that time. (Rev14:6-8; Rev11:13)

3. The final 1260 days ministry completes as the "two witnesses" are deposed first (Rev11:7-10; Dan12:11), into eventually the Christ arrival (Rev1:11-12), while Babylon the Great "city" is still present (Rev11:13) and endorsing world government as divine prior to its own destruction (Rev17:12-18) under the "scarlet wildbeast" it rides and endorse.

A. Due to its far larger scale and late-stage prophecy requirements Babylon the Great is outlawed and destroyed last, under complete world government. (Rev17:8-18)


Firstly, we know of the two "stands" of "King Fierce" in Daniel 8:23-25, the final one must be world government of the future.
The first "stand" in Daniel 8:23 is explicitly connected to the Jehovah's witnesses leading (Dan11:32a) apostate "transgressors" "acting to a completion". Obviously the "small horn" globalist "King Fierce", "King North" guided external-to-internal apostasy engineering feats within the Jehovah's witnesses ministry are what these "transgressors" are developing. (Dan11:32a)

And because that modern Jehovah's witnesses apostasy and their UN NGO "tramp-stamp" is "governed" by the Governing Body of Transgression as the UN NGO covenant-deal signing heads, and Jehovah's witnesses UN NGO partner-top-leaders, we can connect the first "King Fierce" stand as the "King North" "place the disgusting thing" marked event-period of 1990:

(Daniel 8:23) "And in the final part of their kingdom, as the transgressors act to a completion, there will stand up a king fierce in countenance and understanding ambiguous sayings.

(Daniel 8:23) "And in the final part of their kingdom (Dan11:36c), as (ongoing today) the transgressors (in the JW apostasy) act to a completion (Dan8:12-14), there will stand up a king fierce in countenance (King North 8th King parallel of 1990 and Daniel 11:31b) and understanding ambiguous sayings, (they are experts at twisting the JW prophecy to meet their own objective of JW Org destruction attempt and the JW ministerial cancellation in a cover-up pretext of their fake "the end of the world" "self fulfilling prophecy" fraud context)

Obviously, none of the "gentile" "world powers" in all prophetic history has ever been in a divine covenant with God Almighty.

And thus, none of the "gentile world powers" have obeyed God to the point a modern "transgression" would be notable. It is business as usual, nothing notable about world powers transgressing divine commandments, it is what these world powers have always done. Nor are these "world powers" in a "holy covenant" with God as are "holy place" defining anointed Christians.

The point being, though the external globalist-intel genius is who leads the apostasy from external places (Dan1:32a), it is Jehovah's witnesses and their compromised anointed Christian leaders (Dan1:30b), who must be the apostate "transgressors" as a divinely "holy covenant" as the defector-anointed among Jehovah's witnesses.

The transgression is among Jehovah's witnesses and their leadership as the "holy covenant" actively being "left", being transgressed against, in the Daniel 11:30b and "those leaving the holy covenant" as the apostasy forming parallel point of development, and its Daniel 11:32a total apostasy guidance of today's transgressor guided Jehovah's witnesses apostasy "to a completion".

This the Daniel 8:23 "transgressors" acting to a completion apparent since especially 1990 among Jehovah's witnesses transgressing apostate leadership and they are who guide the Daniel 8:12 because of transgression overall lawlessness in Jehovah's witnesses today, aiding the power of this subversion "operation of error". (2Thess2:3-4; Zech3:1-3)

In fact, these apostate transgressors are so effective they have led Jehovah's witnesses into the related Daniel 8:13 transgression causing desolation in the UN NGO co-endorsement and co-promotional worldwide JW ministerial service for that JW covered-up 1990 third United Nations place the disgusting thing that is causing desolation, as also noted in Matthew 24:15 and Mark 13:14.

Thus, this is an apostasy transgression now among Jehovah's witnesses which is seriously of "prophetic proportions".

That is also how we KNOW this apostasy will be fully described in the prophecy. It is no surprise the Daniel prophecy revealing all these modern signal apostasy details is the very one the Governing Body transgressors now continually cover-up with past error. (Dan8:12b)

No wonder Daniel the prophet was physically and mentally wiped out in Daniel 9:27, because of what this "transgression" will bring in Jehovah's witnesses ministerial "desolation" coming as Daniel 8:13-14 temple judgment timing and events of the future.

(Daniel 8:27) And as for me, Daniel, I felt exhausted and was made sick for [some] days. Then I got up and did the work of the king; but I kept showing myself numbed on account of the thing seen, and there was nobody understanding [it].

Because the prophecy also notes that these temple and holy covenant transgressors also throw truth to the earth in Daniel 8:12b, it is no surprise Jehovah's witnesses are now misled to cover-up this prophecy of the 1990 third United Nations place the disgusting thing meaning.

That 1990 historic third United Nations related global presentation (Dan11:31b), marks the third step (1919,1945,19190) of four steps (future finale) to world government of the future.

And that concealing of critical modern prophecy in globalism-progress prophecy fulfillment en route to world government is also part of Jehovah's witnesses signal marked apostasy of Daniel 11:32a.

Thus, the "transgressors" who are completing their apostasy there in Daniel 8:23 are from among anointed Christians in the leadership capacity of Jehovah's witnesses now terminal in prophetic described and now fulfilled apostasy.

Though modern Jehovah's witnesses have given little attention to this, the full divine attention is given in this prophecy. Jehovah's witnesses have also been taught less to the identity of the "transgressors", older WTBTS writings on this subject always accused "world powers" of this signal transgression.

In all fairness, Fred Franz would have had no idea in the 1950s, that the apostasy in those Daniel prophecies he tried to interpret too soon would be marked by the rogue Governing Body coup of 1976, which displaced him and Nathan Knorr to "backseat driver" status, of the then "leaving the holy covenant" (Dan11:30b) Jehovah's witnesses ministry being then initially fully redirected into apostasy since the 1970s.

It was inconceivable to those brothers, that modern anointed Christians leading the Jehovah's witnesses ministry today would be "those leaving the holy covenant" of Daniel 11:30b as the "transgressors [acting] to a completion" in this Daniel 8:12,23 prophecy as now that anointed Christian defection is what made the full-blown globalist-intel guided subversion possible later, explicitly stated
(Daniel 11:32) And those who are acting wickedly against [the] covenant, [King North] will lead into apostasy by means of smooth words.

But it is little wonder why Fred Franz had this to say in 1979, about the Governing Body coup of 1976:

Fred Franz “went on to say that he had not been in favor of the (Governing Body coup) change then and that from that point forward he had “just been watching” to see what would result.”

Crisis of Conscience; Ch. 4

Now we know “what resulted”, the final apostasy and spiritual ruination.

(2 Timothy 3:13) But wicked men and impostors will advance from bad to worse, misleading and being misled.

And now those “smooth words” still slide out of the JW Apostle “Governing Body” mouth covering all of this prophecy up, as slippery and smooth as a black water moccasin serpent slithering across the still night surface of some dark southern pond.

(Daniel 8:24) And his power must become mighty, but not by his own power. And in a wonderful way he will cause ruin, and he will certainly prove successful and do effectively. And he will actually bring mighty ones to ruin, also the people made up of [the] holy ones.

(Daniel 8:24) And his power must become mighty, but not by his own power. (because world government power is based on globalized multi-national system control of all the nations; Rev17:12-18; Dan1:42-43) And in a wonderful way he will cause ruin, and he will certainly prove successful and do effectively. (Dan11:36) And he will actually bring mighty ones (like the USSR and future Dan11:42-43) to ruin, also the people made up of [the] holy ones, (first as apostates in Dan11:41 as Dan8:13; later: Dan7:26; Dan12:7; Rev11:1-10; Rev13:5-7; Rev12:14 as the final ministry 1260 days)

Now, the apostate Jehovah’s witnesses ministry will be “desolated” from its own actions and mouth.

And as Jehovah’s witnesses are slam-dunked by God by means of these “worldly powers”, their “end of the world” cover story erected by the purposely deceptive and “son of destruction” Governing Body will fail, it never will come true.

(2 Thessalonians 2:1-5) However, brothers, respecting the presence of our Lord Jesus Christ and our being gathered together to him, we request of you 2 not to be quickly shaken from your reason nor to be excited either through an inspired expression or through a verbal message or through a letter as though from us, to the effect that the day of Jehovah is here. 3 Let no one seduce you in any manner, inspired expression or through a verbal message or through a letter as though from us, to the effect that the day of Jehovah is here. 3 Let no one seduce you in any manner, because it will not come unless the apostasy comes first and the man of lawlessness gets revealed, the son of destruction. 4 He is set in opposition and lifts himself up over everyone who is called “god” or an object of reverence, so that he sits down in the temple of The God, publicly showing himself to be a god. 5 Do you not remember that, while I was yet with you, I used to tell you these things?

Instead, the world will proceed into the “tribulation of those days” by means of the Revelation 13:3 final “sword stroke” cycle to eventually peacefully resolve and “heal” into world government’s “8th King” “King Fierce” “King North” global presentation finale.

(Daniel 8:25) And according to his insight he will also certainly cause deception to succeed in his hand. And in his heart he will put on great airs, and during a freedom from care he will bring many to ruin. And against the Prince of princes he will stand up, but it will be without hand that he will be broken.

(Daniel 8:25) And according to his insight he will also certainly cause deception to succeed in his hand. And in his heart he will put on great airs, and during a freedom from care (1Thess5:1-3; world government proclaimed world peace) he will bring many to ruin. And against the Prince of princes he will stand up (in complete world government “8th King” defiance), but it will be without hand that he will be broken. (Christ destroys this rival sovereign entity by super-natural immortal power)

Thus, this Daniel 8 independently foretold “King” as “King Fierce” is isolated in this prophecy with extra needed details, as unique for a reason.


It is all now “world government in-progress” since that time of 1990.

Thus, of these two “stands” of “King Fierce” one is that 1990 Daniel 11:31b parallel and Daniel 8:25 is the future final and last “stand” in world government as Daniel 11:45 and Revelation 17:8-13;

But because Daniel 8:14 temple judgment “right condition” is the divine purpose of this prophecy and its Daniel 8:13-14 temple judgment as well, everything that was discovered trailing the criminal apostate Governing Body to this end must also eventually manifest from this “temple cleansing” “right condition” of Daniel 8:14. (Zech3:3-9; Rev8)

And in the process of Jehovah’s witnesses now coming further into the broader global spotlight, when the weirdness of their coming downfall and their “end of the world” total-fail finally resonates into these prophetic facts, the forensics will all fall together in finalized form.

Then that future “right condition” “temple” based final clarified “little scroll” (Rev10:11) “message” (Rev11:3) “reports” (Dan11:44) will emerge.
When the realization that the prophetic "smoking gun" in the "man of lawlessness" Governing Body dirty-hand was already there in the Bible prophecy this whole time at every Jehovah's witnesses "meeting" as this final signal apostasy devolution of Jehovah's witnesses grew and grew, the effect will be awakening. And that "wake up" effect must ripple out to others in time.

**Daniel 8 Summary**

1. Daniel 8 tracks "small horn" Anglo root-globalist origins and globalist-system Anglo seniority (Dan8:9) extendable in history to today's Revelation 13:11 Globalist-Elite System "two horned wildbeast" as Anglo-American elite-globalism engineers of World Government now in-progress. World Government is the "King Fierce" whole symbol as "8th King" "King North" World Government;  

2. For historic purposes of identifying the modern final apostasy signal in Jehovah's witnesses apostasy this prophecy in Daniel 8:11-12 affirms the "small horn" as initially Anglo power and its connection to also the current Anglo-American Globalist System "King North" guided apostasy in Jehovah's witnesses in Daniel 11:32a, and its JW ministerial destruction coming (Dan8:12-14) and the eventuality of World Government by Daniel 8:25.  

3. Daniel 8 identifies the 1990 "8th King" "King North" cold-triumph over the failed USSR is the "King Fierce in Countenance" manifestation as the Daniel 8 parallel counterpart prophecy;  

4. Daniel 8 identifies the UN NGO as the most severe of all JW "transgressions" in Daniel 8:13. In addition, that UN NGO Daniel 8:13 "transgression causing desolation" is identified explicitly along with their overall apostate-transgressed state today.  

A. Now we know what globalist-system entity-connection actually "causes the desolation" to come on the modern Jehovah's witnesses apostate ministry, organization, and corrupted WTBTS corporations globally as the temple judgment future timed and phased fulfillment of Daniel 8:13-14 (Rev8).  

5. Daniel 8 foretells the temple judgment of Jehovah's witnesses of the future and connects the Jehovah's witnesses based apostasy and their UN NGO "transgression causing desolation" in connection with the Jehovah's witnesses cover-up (Rev2:2; Dan8:12), of the 1990 third United Nations global presentation "place the disgusting thing" as parallels of Daniel 8:23 and Daniel 11:31b.  

A. That forms the historic prophetic basis for the modern Matthew 24:15 command of Christ to flee the Jehovah's witnesses UN NGO "disgusting thing" "holy place" and "apostate Jerusalem" "city" locale within their modern apostatized ministry and organization.  

**This is because a future desolating "temple judgment" and Revelation 8 "fire of the altar" (Zech3:2) is coming on the Jehovah's witnesses apostasy soon. (2Thess2:11-12)**

6. This is the fourth sovereign prophecy structural framework timeline and global continuum of world power to world government in Bible prophecy and in Daniel related to Daniel 2, Daniel 4, and Daniel 7, before it.  

7. Daniel 8 also benchmarks national world power in history and by historic-context from Babylon (by context and connection), to Medo-Persia (explicitly named), to Greece (explicitly named in Daniel 8:20-21), to reliably extend the rest of the structured sovereign prophecies of world government as paralleling and connecting to Daniel 2, Daniel 7, Daniel 11-12 and Revelation 13 and Revelation 17 in world government final convergent meaning in the future.  


9. All the post Daniel 8:22 current JW interpretation is completely premature, national system diverted in application, and thus erred. Instead, Daniel 8 is one of the major JW diversions into deception, along with the Daniel 11:27-43 total error in current Jehovah's witnesses "prophecy interpretation".  

A. As shown, the apostate "transgressor" leader in the Governing Body of Jehovah's witnesses uses erred Daniel interpretation which is maintained in order to provide the necessary diversion.  

B. That "authorized" subversion then continues to cover-up the very Daniel prophecies (Dan8:11-14; Dan11:30-35), which detail their apostate development, their signal UN NGO "wildbeast worship" alliances, and their global stumbling campaign (Dan11:32-35), in explicit and exact historic detail since 1990, as they also cover-up the world government meaning in the prophecy.  

B. Thus, although the 1990 period wildbeast-worship UN NGO and cover-up operations of the "wildbeast riding" Governing Body "Harlot" are highly notable, we can know "those leaving the holy covenant" (Dan11:30b), and "lifting themselves over everyone" "in the temple" (2Thess2:3-4), started to be manifest in the Governing Body positioning in Jehovah's witnesses ministry since 1944 into the 1970s to result in that "evil slave" "Governing Body" apostate coup of 1976.  

C. Thus, after the Governing Body entity is destroyed or deposed fully (Lev6:6), along with the apostate Jehovah's witnesses ministry and organization, the exposure of the whole apostasy will be aided by this Daniel 8 prophecy proof, in the future, to aid the final ministerial recovery and its final announcement. (Rev10-11-1-7)

### Three World Government Prophecy Symbolic Kings

**Type: Structured Sovereign Prophecy**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>World Government</th>
<th>National Basis</th>
<th>Convergence</th>
<th>Prophecy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Globalist &quot;King&quot; Apex</td>
<td>National Basis</td>
<td>Convergence</td>
<td>Prophecy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. 8th King</td>
<td>7th King System</td>
<td>World Government</td>
<td>Revelation 17:12-13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. King North</td>
<td>King South</td>
<td>World Government</td>
<td>Daniel 11:27-45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Globalist Parallels</td>
<td>National Basis</td>
<td>Convergence</td>
<td>Prophecy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immense Image</td>
<td>National-System</td>
<td>World Government</td>
<td>Daniel 2:31-45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fourth Beast | National-System | World Government | Daniel 7:23-26
---|---|---|---
Gog | Magog | World Government | Ezekiel 38:39
Symbol | Symbol | Application | Horns/Powers
Scarlet Wildbeast Head 1 | King 1 | Egypt | 1
Scarlet Wildbeast Head 2 | King 2 | Assyria | 1
Scarlet Wildbeast Head 3 | King 3 | Babylon | 1
Scarlet Wildbeast Head 4 | King 4 | Medo-Persia | 2
Scarlet Wildbeast Head 5 | King 5 | Greece | 1
Scarlet Wildbeast Head 6 | King 6 | Rome | 2
Scarlet Wildbeast Head 7 | King 7 | Anglo-America Globalists | 2
**World Government** | **8th King** | **Globalization Complete** | 10 Horns Globalized
Symbol | Application | Note | Prophecy
Scarlet Wildbeast | World Government | Future Globalization Completion | Revelation 7:8-18
**National Basis** | **Globalist "King" Apex** | **Eventual Convergence** | **Prophecy**
7th King System | 8th King | World Government | Revelation 17:12-13
King South | King North | World Government | Daniel 11:42-45
National-System Globalized | King Fierce | World Government | Daniel 8:25
**National Basis** | **Symbol** | **Convergence** | **Prophecy**
Feel/Toes | Immense Image | World Government | Daniel 2:31-45
National-System Globalized | Fourth Beast | World Government | Daniel 7:23-26
Magog | Gog | World Government | Ezekiel 38:39
**World Government International Globalism Engineers**
Symbol | Application | Note | Prophecy
Two-Horned Wildbeast | Globalist-System | Private Global-Corporate System | Revelation 13:11-18
Globalist-Elite Private | Anglo-American Lead | World Government Lead Engineers | Revelation 13:11-18
**Event** | **Meaning** | **Meaning** | **Prophecy**
666 Campaign | World Government Allegiance | World Government Worship | Revelation 13:14-18
**Notes**
All National Sovereignty Converges into World Government | Daniel 11:42-45
All Sovereign Prophecy Converges into World Government | Revelation 17:12-18

### Daniel Revelation Prophecy Parallel Registration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>World Power Count</th>
<th>National to Global</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Daniel 2</th>
<th>Revelation 13,17</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Egypt</td>
<td>National Based</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>Wildbeast Head 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Assyria</td>
<td>National Based</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>Wildbeast Head 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Babylon</td>
<td>National Based</td>
<td>Gold</td>
<td>Wildbeast Head 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Medo-Persia</td>
<td>National Based</td>
<td>Silver</td>
<td>Wildbeast Head 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>National Based</td>
<td>Copper</td>
<td>Wildbeast Head 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Rome</td>
<td>National Based</td>
<td>Iron</td>
<td>Wildbeast Head 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Anglo-America</td>
<td>National Based</td>
<td>Iron-Clay</td>
<td>Wildbeast Head 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>World Government</td>
<td>Globalization Based</td>
<td>Whole &quot;Immense Image&quot;</td>
<td>Whole Scarlet Wildbeast</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Daniel 7,8,11-12 Parallel with Revelation 17 "8th King” Scarlet Wildbeast

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Daniel 7</th>
<th>Daniel 8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fourth Beast</td>
<td>King Fierce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel 7:23-26</td>
<td>Daniel 8:25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Daniel 8

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Daniel 8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>King Fierce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel 8:25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Daniel 11

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Daniel 11</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>King North</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel 11:45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Notes:

Daniel’s prophecy is the sovereign structure in time, history and prophecy which Revelation is based on.

Zechariah is the Temple Revelation which supports the Revelation 8-11 Temple Judgment, recovery, final commission prophecy.
That all supports the complete rationale for the 1260 days final ministry as a 2520 days completion series.

There are TWO Revelation cycles of fulfillment, for TWO Kingdom events, which have 1260 days ministry for each, past and future. Future World Government "8th King" is the convergence finally of all earthly national sovereign power globalized. (Rev16:13-16; Rev17:12-17)

World Government is the final rival sovereign entity which triggers the Christ Arrival for global salvation gathering first. (Dan12:11)
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Appendix: Final Prophecy and World Event Cycle Overview

PDF Version Draft March 2020; Excerpt from coming [Warning: The JW Fake "The End" WTBTS Setup is Completing...] article

The Final World Event Cycle Starts With the Jehovah's Witnesses Judgment Downfall

The first required future proof must start with the future required [prophecy timed] downfall of Jehovah's witnesses apostasy to affirm Daniel 8:13-14 events and timing, after that final temple judgment has passed. The true context of the JW ministerial and organizational downfall is APOSTASY foretold!

As you know, this whole WTBTS hoax will have been trying to conceal that reality, and the following, as long as they are permitted to do so.

The now final apostasy defining prophetic ministry of Jehovah's witnesses is judged first (1Pet4:17; Dan8:13-14), as the first timed prophecy signal for the rest of the prophecy to unfold then for several more years.

1. Temple Judgment of Jehovah's Witnesses:

The Jehovah's witnesses apostate ministry and JW Org is judged by God, as apostate and corrupted and dissolved globally. (Dan8:13-14; Rev6; Zech3:1-9; Mal3:1-4; 2Thess2:1-12; Eze10; Isa6)

According to the "sword-stroke-to-global-healing" logic of Revelation 13:3 (Rev17:8-13), a future forming world-crisis will be when Jehovah's witnesses will start to go down globally.

This is because in their fraud-prophecy setup, the "end of the world" "proof" will be provided by that future world-crisis "tribulation of those days" starting, which the Governing Body will try to sell for a while as "the end of the world" to continue to cover this all up.

Misled Jehovah's witnesses will need that applied false-prophecy context activated by an actual world-crisis to then claim "the end has arrived", so their apostate and impostor leaders can cancel their apostate ministry and dissolve and loot their corrupted organization under a final false-prophecy "coming true" smokescreen pretext.

They can then claim the ministry is in good standing and it because it is 'the end' "as prophecy fulfilling" that this is all occurring, not due to their apostasy and the final sword-stroke-to-world-government prophecy cycle required completion.

Along with that deception, the JW Organization is dissolved and looted globally under cover of the "the end" smokescreen and exit strategy aid. (Important: That is when to mark the start of the anti-JW event- dates for the Daniel 8:13-14 future temple judgment timing proof.)

A. The JW "end of the world" fails into a global laughing stock of great discrediting, stumbling many and undermining all Christian prophecy believability (Mat24:6), for many people.

Because it is just a fraud WTBTS created "self fulfilling prophecy" (2Thess2:1-2), the JW "end of the world" will not manifest, prophecy guaranteed.

As outlined in actual prophecy, the global crisis "sword-stroke" must eventually resolve peacefully into world government. (Rev13:3; rev17:8-13)

In that future timing of Daniel 8:14 temple judgment, whether it be 1150 or 2300 days, some abandoned Jehovah's witnesses will have to start to realize something is not right, after enough "failure time" has passed.

Jehovah's witnesses ministry and organization must go down with the initial global-crisis events to be dissolved and pillaged globally, before the "sword-stroke" "tribulation of those days" runs its full course into Daniel 12:7's timeframe and after.

The real Governing Body WTBTS purpose is to destroy the Jehovah's witnesses ministry to try to impede the final prophecy warning which will emerge anyways. (Rev10:5-7; Rev11:3)

In that interim, the real prophecy reality has to emerge to the attention of some Jehovah's witnesses and others.

B. Christendom's "rapture" similar deception based on prematurity, will also fail globally.

Religions' many false-prophecies will suffer failure and be greatly discredited (Rev16:12); especially the Christian corporate sector whose "rapture" premature expectation failure, along with the JW "end of the world" failure all serve to undermine, discredit, and cause great doubt of the whole prophecy of God, globally. (Aiding Rev16:12 depletion of religious populations)

2. The Final 1260 Days "Witnessing":

Into that highly distracting context, after Jehovah's witnesses have gone down fully (as timed in Daniel 8:14), a final "non-religious"
ministry "witnessing" publishes the final prophecy outline for 1260 days. (Rev10:5-11; Rev11:3; Dan12:7)

(Revelation 10:11) And they say to me: “You must prophesy AGAIN (1260 days more) with regard to peoples and nations and tongues and many kings.”

(Revelation 11:3) And I will cause my two witnesses to prophesy a thousand two hundred and sixty days dressed in sackcloth.

How God "causes my two witnesses" to emerge [non-religiously] for 1260 days [in the future], is for now unknown. (Rev11:2-3; Rev12:14; Rev13:5-7; Dan7:25; Dan12:7)

In part, the final 1260 days "last witness" ministry of the Revelation 11 "two witnesses" must:

[1.] Expose the final apostasy then downed in Jehovah's witnesses;

[2.] Make the Messianic Kingdom completion proclamation;

[3.] and warn of what "8th King" World Government will be triggering and meaning, before it completes;

3. World Government and World Peace:

As per prophecy, the global-crisis "tribulation of those days" resolves peacefully (Rev13:3), globally "healing" into the foretold "8th King" World Government presentation. (Rev17:8-12)

The global forming "world peace" is under world government to become its main mantra; (1Thess5:1-3).

The global corporate religious complex worldwide will endorse and bless world government as if divine. (Rev7:1-7)

That will be the "Babylon the Great" global religious corporate complex's final attempt at survival, they will have only one option: apply prophecy to the 666 world government as if fulfilled in that "God's Kingdom" "Zion" counterfeit; all former religion "prophecy" will have failed, which aids the Euphrates curse of the sixth trumpet and sixth plague parallel, and the "draining" effect it will have on Babylon the Great's corporate-religious human resource support .

(Revelation 9:13-15) And the sixth angel blew his trumpet. And I heard one voice out of the horns of the golden altar that is before God 14 say to the sixth angel, who had the trumpet: "Untie the four angels that are bound at the great river Euphrates." 15 And the four angels were untied, who have been prepared for the hour and day and month and year, to kill a third of the men.

(Revelation 16:12) And the sixth one poured out his bowl upon the great river Euphrates, and its water was dried up, that the way might be prepared for the kings from the rising of the sun.

(Revelation 17:15) And he says to me: “The waters that you saw, where the harlot is sitting, mean peoples and crowds and nations and tongues.

The final "two witnesses" "last witnessing" deploys successfully, but cannot go to total global completion (Matt10:23), and is eventually CANCELLED as a ministry under world government sanction. (Rev11:7-10; Dan12:11)

Christ is who completes the ministry in Revelation 14 as Matthew 24:14 by fully Kingdom angelic means for the whole 1290 days open salvation period of Daniel 12:11.

Christ Arrival Two Phases

1. The Christ "Second Coming" "Salvation Parousia" Arrival:

Into the final period of completed world government, which that final 1260 days ministry will have been warning of, Christ's long awaited "second coming" will manifest in two phases.

Christ arrives for stealth "sheep gathering" mode first (Matt25:31-40), for the Daniel 12:11 1290 days of his open salvation parousia of Revelation 14.

Babylon the Great Deposed Under World Government: Aiding Christ salvation freedom sweep worldwide, global religion is also deposed and liquidated in this world government phase. (Rev17:12-17)

Thus, Christ arrives into a "salvation parousia" (Matt24:30-31), before the downfall of global religion. Global religion is to be outlawed under world government after the "Babylon Harlot" has fully blessed world government and its 666 allegiance as "divine".

Christ and the Messianic Kingdom and Kingdom of God holy angels complete the global ministry in the Daniel 12:11 1290 days with the open salvation offer of Revelation 14:6-8, which any human on Earth can accept and live. (Dan12:11; Dan9:27; Joel2:30-32)

2. Global and Universal Conquest of the Kingdom of God:

Then, after all savable humans are secured worldwide, Christ as the Messianic Kingdom "King of kings", deposes the rival "8th King" World Government. (Rev19:19-21; Dan2:44; Rev17:14) and abysses Satan and the demons. (Rev20:1-3)

A. That begins the Messianic Kingdom one thousand year reign inception and its guided human immortality process phase of
Revelation 21-22.

B. Daniel 12:12 is the global preparation for the "Marriage of the Lamb" which the "great crowd" are "invited" to attend.

Christ Kingdom rule will then complete the earthly "God's will be done on Earth" purpose (Rom8:18-22; Rev19:28; Matt6:9-10), of the Messianic Kingdom rule of Christ "as in heaven", over the one thousand year reign, and after into the human immortal completion for those willing. (Rev20:3b,7-10; Rev21:22-27; Rev22:14)

**Final Apostasy: The Coming Epic Judgment Downfall of Jehovah's Witnesses**

March 12, 2020

**PDF Version**

This latest draft on the coming epic temple judgment downfall of Jehovah's witnesses for apostasy is available PDF March 2020 Draft www.templelijah.wordpress.com.

**PDF Version The Coming Epic Judgment Downfall of Jehovahs Witnesses_draft2_03122020.pdf**


It is a draft version, but it has an applicable overview related to the Jehovah's witnesses apostasy situation, and the global research on the coming global crash-cycle that apostate ministry will go down into (Dan11:41; Dan11:42-43; Rev13:3) as JWs try to sell that temporary phase as "the end", when as per prophecy aided by globalism research insights, the world-crisis will pass into complete "8th King" World Government.

As the sword-stroke cycles passed in WW1, WW2, and Cold WW3, the fourth cycle will also "heal" into the eventual signal "world peace" mantra of completed world government as 1 Thessalonians 5:1-3. (Rev17:8-13)

This is a sampling of some of the more complete PDF versions which describe this entire development in prophecy because God Almighty "causes the future" and has known all these things for centuries being the Omnipotent ultimate being as the Christ's focus in the "faith of Jesus". (Rev14:12) It is all just a matter of finite time and the events of the future are all already in the prophecy.

**(Revelation 1:1) A revelation by Jesus Christ, which God gave him, to show his slaves the things that must shortly take place.**

In addition, the truth of the Christ King Peace Covenant of Revelation 14:6-7 makes it truly "EVERLASTING GREAT NEWS" for ANYONE willing to be able accept that guaranteed peace and salvation offer even now, but especially at that time in the future as world government triggers the Christ "reaction". Christ's first mission is the global open salvation offer carried out by God, Christ, the immortal holy angels and the Kingdom of God and Christ in all Christ's brothers and sisters from the past to the future completion of Revelation 14:1. (Matt24:31; Rev14:6-7; Rev14:14-16; Matt25:31-40; Rev7:9-17; Joel2:30-32)

There are also archived Google drive and Wordpress media library links here at the end of this article.

**PDFs About the Final Prophecy Cycle of the Future**

"8th King="King North" World government complete, functional (Dan11:45, Rev17:8-18) and "world peace" stated (1Thess5:1-3; Dan12:11), triggers Christ's arrival, not before, but AFTER it completes. That takes several more years. In the meantime, the WTBTS led final anointed Christian based apostasy covers up the final prophecy cycle meaning.

**The Whole Prophecy Repeats to Finality in the Future**

Past. The whole first cycle set the future prophecy pattern with the first global-scale "sword-stroke" cycle (Rev13:3), which had a "Kingdom ministry" which was ceased (Rev11:1-7; Dan12:11), into a first step to World Government in the globalist League of Nations "image" prophecy of Revelation 13:11-15 and Daniel 12:11.

Future. The whole future final cycle based on that first prophecy pattern with soon the last global-scale "sword-stroke" cycle (Rev13:3; Rev17:8), will have another "Kingdom ministry" (Rev10:11; Rev11:1-7) to be ceased again (Rev11:1-7; Dan12:11), into a the final "8th King" World Government in the final United Nations related "image" prophecy of Revelation 13:11-18 as Daniel 12 repeats its future final cycle with Revelation 8-11 "seven trumpets" and Revelation 16 "seven plagues".

**The Final Apostasy in Prophecy**

1. Just as the first cycle led to the exposure of the apostasy of Christendom;

2. The last cycle will lead to the exposure of the final apostasy now active in Jehovah's witnesses; (Dan8:11-14; Dan11:30-35; Zech3:1-9; 2Thess2:1-12; Mal3:1-4; 1Pet4:17)

**All Sovereign Prophecy Converges with All Global Power into World Government in the Future**
Thus, the final national sovereignty downfall of the current ruling nation-state system to give way to the “ascension” of the sole uni-polar defined globalist-system World Government prophecy for the complete prophetic completion of the “8th King” “King North” World Government of the future, will also complete:

1. The whole Daniel 4 global “tree” prophecy to be “chopped down” by Christ in that final rejected rulership;
2. The whole Daniel 2 “immense image” prophecy which is the whole completed world government of the future;
3. The whole Daniel 7:23-26 “fourth beast” prophecy as the whole completed world government of the future;
4. The whole Daniel 8:25 “King Fierce” prophecy which is the entire completed world government of the future;
5. The whole Daniel 11:45 to Daniel 12:11 “King North” prophecy which is the whole completed world government of the future;
6. The whole Ezekiel 38-39 Gog of Magog prophecy which also equates to finally completed “8th King” World Government of the future;
7. The whole Revelation 13 national-wildbeast to Revelation 17 “8th King” globalist-system “Scarlet Wildbeast” which is also the whole completed world government of the future;

Thus the Messianic Kingdom of Christ is also required to co-complete in the future with that final global drive through the final “sword-stroke” to world government in the future.

**Messianic Kingdom Completion and World Peace Offer ANYONE Can Accept**

And the guaranteed Revelation 14:6-7 Christ arrival open salvation peace offer for the entire permitted world government period of Daniel 12:11’s 1290 days must also be made known.

(Revelation 14:6-8) And I saw another angel flying in midheaven, and he had everlasting good news to declare as glad tidings to those who dwell on the earth, and to every nation and tribe and tongue and people, 7 saying in a loud voice: “Fear God and give him glory, because the hour of the judgment by him has arrived, and so worship the One who made the heaven and the earth and sea and fountains of waters.” 8 And another, a second angel, followed, saying: “She has fallen! Babylon the Great has fallen, she who made all the nations drink of the wine of the anger of her fornication!” (Rev17:15-17; Rev11:11-13; Rev16:17-20)

**The Final Apostasy Now Terminal in Jehovah’s witnesses**

All that completion is now being subverted by WTBTS apostate and impostor leadership.

(Daniel 8:12) And an (JW worldwide) army itself was gradually given over (to 8th King/King North infiltrative control), together with the constant [feature] (laced with profanations), because of transgression; (UN NGO and other sins); and it kept throwing truth to the earth (cover up, WT/JW misinformation), and it acted and had success. (Dan11:30 “act effectively” by the apostate subversion operation deployed through the Governing Body and WTBTS);

These studies explain how Jehovah's witnesses leadership guides and defines the final apostasy of Bible prophecy.

**Bethel Premature The End Delusion Marks the Final Apostasy**

(Daniel 11:32) And those (Jehovah's witnesses) who are acting wickedly against [the] covenant, [King North] (Globalist-System) will lead into apostasy by means of smooth words. (from the Governing Body "King North" placed apostasy leadership of the WTBTS)

This sets up the 2 Thessalonians 2:1-2 important modern warning from the apostle Paul concerning the meaning of the premature Christ arrival apostate expectation, now in Jehovah's witnesses which supports their modern "end of the world" overall delusion.


This shows in prophecy and WTBTS apostate evidence how the Governing Body complete the final "man of lawlessness" prophecy while leading the final apostasy.

**The Modern Man of Lawlessness Full Report**


**How The WTBTS was Taken Over By The Governing Body Using Daniel 8:14 as the Deceptive Cover Prophecy**

https://jwupdate.files.wordpress.com/2020/02/the_daniel_8-14_temple_wrong-condition_cultured_in_wtbts_since_1944.pdf

https://kingnorth.files.wordpress.com/2020/03/daniel_8_and_11_final_apostasy_and_3rd_un_placement_connections_and_parallels-hbtm.pdf
Now that the end game for these temple trespassers and defectors is ministerial cessation under cover of a fake prophecy arrangement, the latest deceptive false applications of future “attack” prophecy is shown as to why it has been designed in this manner as a false-pretext to depose the JW organization and ministry in a period of prophecy which cannot be “the end” or the premature Christ arrival.

The Final Apostasy Future Anti-JW Purposes

These articles explain some of the mental control purposes the WTBTS employs for the future to trap as many Jehovah's witnesses as possible:

Watchtower July 15, 2015 Your Deliverance is Getting Near Setup Meaning

The JW King North and End of the World Hoax

The King North Decoy Purpose

Part of the apostate goal in the WTBTS is to conceal the actual final global cycle and the prophecy which outlines it as well as the modern globalization completion which will form world government in the future.

Revelation and Daniel 12 Prophecy Final Fulfillment Repetition of the Future Studies

In reality the final world cycle follows the same prophecy and world pattern of the first prophecy cycle, which is explained in these articles. These studies show how the final Daniel 12 prophecy cycle will repeat upon the 1914-1926 first master pattern cycle of the past.

Revelation 13 Repeating Cycles and World Government

Revelation 13 and Revelation 17 Future Global War "Sword-Stroke" and the Future "Healing" Ascension of "8th King" World Government
revelation_13_and_17_future_global_war_sword-stroke_and_the_healing_ascension_of_full_8th_king_world_government.pdf

The Repeating Nature of the Final Daniel 12 and Revelation Prophecy
repeating_cycles-the_whole_prophecy_repeats_starting_with_the_temple_judgment_portion-2.pdf

National Governments to Globalist World Government Prophecy

These studies show how in prophecy and the world development in world power it foretells, why national development would mature and fall into globalist final world government power as the "8th King" and "King North" World Government in the future, triggering the Christ "second coming".

Progressive National to Globalist World Power in Bible Prophecy
https://templelijah.files.wordpress.com/2014/07/progressive_national_to_final_globalist_world-power_in_bible_prophecy.pdf

How Certain "Conspiracy Theory" Themes Converge with "8th King" World Government Prophecy in the Future

The Christ "Second Coming" Revelation 14 Messianic Kingdom Completion Sequence of the Future

King North Globalist-System Proof

Babylon the Great Deposed Under World Government in the Future
This study shows in prophecy why Babylon the Great is deposed under world government completed deep in the final world cycle of prophecy.

**The 607 BCE Babylon Ascension to 586 Jerusalem Destruction to 516 BCE Second Temple Completion Gentile Times Rectification**

Now that the WTBTS centered apostates have fully discredited 1914 with a real 607 BCE Jerusalem destruction fiction, this explains how Babylon’s actual “gentile” ascension marks the 605-609 BCE prophecy benchmark era.

https://jwupdate.files.wordpress.com/2019/11/ref_daniel4time_part1-5_withtables-htm-1.pdf

https://templelijah.files.wordpress.com/2016/06/appointed_times_of_the_nations_reconsidered_again_seven_seven_times_applications1.pdf

Revision 1

https://templelijah.files.wordpress.com/2020/03/appointed_times_of_the_nations_reconsidered-again-rev2-03132020-htm-1.pdf

**The Coming Timed Temple Judgment of Jehovah’s Witnesses Proof from Daniel 8**

These studies show how Daniel 8:13-14 is the future temple judgment and its timed apostate ministerial downfall prophecy for the first timed prophecy verification of the future final cycle.


**Other Recent PDFs Covering the Above**

**The Unstopable Comprehensive Immortality Purpose of God**


**Draft: The Coming Epic Temple Judgment Downfall of Jehovah’s Witnesses**

PDF Version The Coming Epic Judgment Downfall of Jehovah’s Witnesses draft2_03122020.pdf

https://kingnorth.files.wordpress.com/2020/02/prophecy_required_jehovahs-witnesses_apostasy_first_world_government_last.pdf

https://kingnorth.files.wordpress.com/2020/02/prophecy_required_jehovahs-witnesses_downfall_first-htm.pdf

**The Revelation 14 Everlasting Great News**

https://jwupdate.files.wordpress.com/2020/01/add-kr-revelation-14_the everlasting_good_news_part1-7-htm.pdf


**Final Prophecy Cycle Comprehensive Prophecy Proof**

the_daniel4_appointed_times_of_the_nations_reconsidered_again_seven_seven_times_applications-draft.pdf


**Final National Downfall to Globalist-System World Government of the Future**


https://jwupdate.files.wordpress.com/2019/12/daniel7_fourth_beast_world_government_8th_king_parallel.pdf

https://kingnorth.files.wordpress.com/2020/02/add-kr-end_of_national_soeverignty_parts1-3-htm.pdf

**Apostate JW Decoy King North Gog Setup**

The Great Crowd of the Future Christ Arrival


https://jwupdate.files.wordpress.com/2020/03/blog_jwu2-the8thcovenant-static-htm.pdf

https://jwupdate.files.wordpress.com/2020/03/the_rebirth_of_the_great_crowd_and_planet_earth.pdf

Temple Prophecy Blogs

www.templelijah.wordpress.com

www.kingnorth.wordpress.com

www.jwupdate.wordpress.com

Download Draft Excel Files and Entire Temple Archive Source Files

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>File</th>
<th>Note</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TempleTables1</td>
<td>.xls</td>
<td>Wordpress Hosted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TempleTables2</td>
<td>.xls</td>
<td>Wordpress Hosted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TempleRevSevens</td>
<td>.xls</td>
<td>Wordpress Hosted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TempleParallels</td>
<td>.xls</td>
<td>Wordpress Hosted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JWTimes</td>
<td>.xls</td>
<td>Wordpress Hosted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TempleImmortality</td>
<td>.xls</td>
<td>Wordpress Hosted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TempleImages</td>
<td>.xls</td>
<td>Wordpress Hosted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Entire Temple Archive</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>2012-2020 Google Drive Hosted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Final Cycle Images</td>
<td>.psd,.jpg,.png</td>
<td>Google Drive Hosted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDF Archive</td>
<td>.pdf</td>
<td>Google Drive Hosted</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:
1. The **Entire Temple Archive** has all raw draft files of articles researched and written between 2012 to 2019. Web pages, Wordpress archives xml, Photoshop files (PS7), image files, AutoCAD drawings (2004), PDFs, etc, are in the archive in there original forms.
2. All of the Temple tables and TempleImages in the above individual download links are in the Entire Temple Archive as well.
3. All Final Cycle images are also in the TempleImages.xls file. (All 3 TempleImages download links are the same file copies, in case one did not open.)
4. Like the prophecy tables, the final cycle images display prophecy in graphical visual timelines.
5. Any future Temple Archives will be in a Temple2020Plus directory, under Temple2012_2019 top directory, or noted with a new share link.